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Summers are magic
at Beacon Shore,
where guests enjoy the
spectacular gardens.
RIGHT: Jacquie Black is
a talented photographer.
She captured this
garden in bloom one
early summer morning.
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The exact location of Beacon Shore on Georgian Bay Bed &
Breakfast appears a well-kept secret until the last possible moment
for first-time arrivals. Cruising under the long, tree-canopied
driveway, visitors catch glimpses of the forest paths to the left and
the extensive flower gardens filled with Gratrix lilies to the right
before the trees give way to a big sky, beautiful house, glorious view
of Georgian Bay and, is that… a lighthouse?
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Continued on page 31
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When my in-laws, Robert and Jacquie Black, purchased 13 elevated
acres of prime forested land 24 years ago they partially cleared it for
building with a prime waterscape in mind. The land includes a three
storey, white clapboard lighthouse built around 1900 – the structure had
four different keepers until 1950, when its beacon was retired. The Blacks
planned each facet of construction down to the smallest detail – with
Bob as general contractor – and their meticulous efforts turned a house
into a lovely home.
Hard work and pride of ownership is evident from the first step
onto the property. Robert – Bob to friends, family and guests – did all
350 feet of the interlocking Atlas Block paving stone driveway himself
and his seven bush-cord wood pile lining the lawn is both beautiful and
functional. Jacquie and Bob, both retired professionals, want guests to feel
at home and it shows in the smallest details – they truly have thought of
everything. From the new flat screen TVs from Full Line Electronics and
HD boxes in guest rooms to the placement of extra branches around the
bird feeders to encourage avian lingering so guests can enjoy the view, the
Blacks strive to provide comfort, service and a unique experience.
The two-storey 3,500 sq. ft. house, its large bay and dormer windows
framing striking Bay views, has four guest rooms. From the gleaming

granite-floored foyer guests head up a curving oak staircase to the second
floor where the Suite, the Queen room and the bird house-themed Twin
room have been decorated by Jacquie with duvet and drapery fabric from
Fabricland, and paint and lighting from Tripp’s Paint and Decorating
Shoppe. Each bedroom has a wooden table for card playing, laptop
surfing or wine sipping built by Bob from poplar and oak on the property.
Bob uses his own portable sawmill and says, “removing the deadwood
allows more enjoyment of the property” since shady summer walking
paths and winter cross-country ski trails form after a cull.
The Captain’s Quarters Suite is a sumptuous guest room on the lower
level with furnishings from Shaw’s Interiors, a glass block shower from
Home Depot and antique glass door handle towel bars that Jacquie
designed. The games room, with plush furnishings from Simply Country
and a pool table, has a cosy airtight wood stove from Elmira Stove
Works. Bob designed the stone work behind it and a local artisan, retired
stonemason Allen Therrien, put it together – Therrien also built the
exterior stone façade on the house. Jacquie has placed mementos from her
days as a high school teacher on the wall – including a pull-down map of
North America they now use to plan vacations, old steel film reels and a slide
rule Jacquie ruefully notes she has forgotten how to use. Continued on page 32

The living room, off the kitchen,
is located at the back of the home.
The “grapes” on the mantel were
carved by a local artisan years ago.
ABOVE: The view of Beacon Shores
from glorious Georgian Bay. The
Black home sits on 13 acres of land.
Bob removed the deadwood, mills
the wood on his portable sawmill
and uses it to create furniture and
garden structures.
LEFT: The three-storey clapboard
lighthouse was built around 1900.
Its beacon was retired in 1950.
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Breakfast is served in the south-facing Summer Room at a comfortable
rattan table set (also Shaw’s Interiors), where guests are surrounded
by windows showcasing the forest, garden and water views. Jacquie’s
mouthwatering menu includes individual sausage and egg casseroles,
homemade muffins and her own recipe for buttermilk pancakes bulging
with seasonal fruit. Bob’s breakfast fruit plate contains an amazing variety
of 14 to 18 different fruits, depending on what is available at peak quality.
The adjoining kitchen has a magnificent view of the turquoise Georgian
Bay water. Jacquie enjoys puttering in the kitchen and notes, “The entire
house was designed around the location of the kitchen, with the bay
window and the sink overlooking the water. The focus is on the water,
that way when you’re doing the washing up you’re not even aware that
you’re doing a repetitious job because you’re glancing out all the time.”
All kitchen appliances were purchased at Barber & Haskill, the new
“marmoleum” tile kitchen floor is from Midland Flooring and table top
décor is from Saturday Afternoons. Continued on page 35
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This well-appointed Twin guest room
at Beacon Shore has a spectacular
view of Georgian Bay.
OPPOSITE PAGE:
LEFT: The Suite is decorated with
antiques and traditional furniture.
TOP RIGHT: Guests rave about the
clean, comfortable accommodations,
the wonderful breakfast and the
spectacular scenery at Beacon Shore.
MIDDLE: Bob’s handiwork is evident
throughout the home. He created a
traditional mirrored backsplash for
this granite-topped vanity, located in
an en suite used by B&B guests.
BELOW: The Suite overlooks Georgian
Bay and the lighthouse.
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TOP LEFT: Bob prepares his famous
breakfast fruit plate for guests.
BOTTOM LEFT: Jacquie serves a
delicious breakfast to guests Gary
Black and Katin Gorissen in the
Summer Room off the kitchen.
ABOVE: Bob made this ice box for
an en suite bathroom upstairs.
RIGHT: Jacquie and Bob share a quiet
moment in the shade of the lighthouse
on a beautiful summer day.
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The Blacks have two air-tight fireplaces from Napoleon on the main
floor and the living room mantel that surrounds one of them has an
interesting local story behind it. Jacquie recalls, “When we were first
building years ago the perception was that if you wanted to get something
special or unique you had to go down to the city, so we just automatically
went down to Fireplace Concepts. I looked through their designs but
not one really grabbed me and when the salesperson asked me what I
was looking for I said ‘grapes.’ He drew up a concept and sent it to us
for approval and of course, I loved it. When he delivered the finished
mantel a few weeks later, his parting words were ‘by the way, you might
be interested to know that your carver did this work in Midland.’” The
Blacks never did get the name of the carver but the experience ignited a
lasting interest in local artisanship.
When they purchased a curved sink for the main floor powder room
and needed a vanity to match it, the Blacks hired a local carver. Jacquie
says, “I liked the sink but with its unique shape we needed to have
something custom made and we approached a local artisan named Karsten
Jorgensen.” Jorgensen created exactly what they were looking for and also
built an entertainment unit in the family room to match a coffee table.

The property is perfect for kayaking guests since both Bob and Jacquie
are avid kayakers – the Black property faces the mainland across the
water in Waubaushene where they bought their kayaks at Swift Canoe
& Kayak. Jacquie’s newest passion, photography, has garnered her several
awards in local and regional competitions and Bob is no artistic slouch
either. When they purchased a granite-topped vanity for the upstairs
bathroom it did not come with a backsplash, so Bob simply built one
based on the design of an inherited antique mirror. The backsplash frame
looks hand-carved, but it’s actually several layers of wood with pieces
of decorative moulding attached to the top layer – Bob cut around the
moulding and removed selected areas with his electric scroll saw.
A world map in the upstairs gallery bristles with over 300 pushpins,
each representing the unique places guests come from. Jacquie, who was
born in Quebec, speaks French comfortably. “I enjoy speaking French
with our guests, and people from France are very tolerant of my accent,”
she grins and adds, “We’ve had guests from literally all over the world –
Russia, Africa, South America, Australia and New Zealand.” But as she
points out a pin-less spot she notes with a wink that they’re still on the
lookout for folks from Iceland and Norway. Anyone? OH
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